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Abstract—This paper considers object recognition with a
camera, whose viewpoint can be controlled in order to improve
the recognition results. The goal is to choose a multi-view
camera trajectory in order to minimize the probability of having
misclassified objects and incorrect orientation estimates. Instead
of using offline dynamic programming, the resulting stochastic
optimal control problem is addressed via an online Monte Carlo
tree search algorithm, which can handle various constraints and
provides exceptional performance in large state spaces. A key
insight is to use an active hypothesis testing policy to select
camera viewpoints during the rollout stage of the tree search.

Fig. 1: Setup for the active object recognition problem. The camera
position is restricted to a set of viewpoints (green) on a sphere centered at the object’s location. The task is to choose a camera control
policy, which minimizes the movement cost and the probability of
misclassification.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The goal of this paper is to choose a sequence of views for
an RGB-D camera in order to identify the class and orientation
of an object of interest (see Fig. 1). Unlike many existing
approaches, which consider a next-best-view problem [1],
[2], [3], we plan a multi-view camera trajectory to minimize
the probability of having misclassified objects and incorrect
orientation estimates. In previous work [4], we addressed a
similar stochastic optimal control problem by casting it as a
partially-observable Markov decision process. A point-based
approximate solver [5] was used to obtain a non-greedy policy
offline. Since repeated observations of the object from the
same viewpoint provide redundant information, it is desirable
to disallow viewpoint revisiting. The drawback of computing
a policy offline is that revisiting and occlusion constraints are
hard to incorporate and if the environment were to change, the
computed policy would no longer be useful. The idea of this
paper is to apply Monte Carlo tree search (MCTS, [6], [7])
to the active object recognition problem. MCTS is a best-first
online planning approach which can handle various constraints
and has exceptional performance in large challenging domains
such as game solving [8], [9] and belief-space planning in
robotics [10], [11], [12].
II. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
Let the camera pose at time t be xt ∈ X ⊂ SE(3), where X
is a finite set of viewpoints on a sphere centered at the object’s
location (see Fig. 1). At time t, the camera can move to any
of the viewpoints in X and pays a cost g(xt−1 , xt ) which
captures the energy expenditure. Let the true (unknown) class
of the observed object be c ∈ C. We formulate hypotheses
about the class and orientation of the object:
H(c, r) : the object class is c ∈ C with orientation r ∈ R(c),
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Fig. 2: An example set of hypotheses about the class and orientation
of an unknown object

where R(c) ⊂ SO(3) is a small finite set of discrete1
orientations for each class c ∈ C. For notational convenience,
let i = 1, . . . , M be an enumeration of the set {(c, r) | c ∈
C, r ∈ R(c)} and denote the hypotheses by Hi (see Fig. 2).
Offline, a 3-D model database is used to train a viewpointpose tree [4] by extracting point clouds from views on a sphere
around each model. A set of Fast Point Feature Histograms
[13] is extracted from each point cloud and the clouds are
arranged in a tree structure according to their feature similarity
(see [4] for details). Given a query point cloud, the bestmatching cloud from the tree carries information about the
class and orientation of the observed object and about the
quality of the feature match. Thus, the tree provides an
observation zt ∈ Z, consisting of the class, orientation, and
confidence score of the top match. The model database is used
to learn the probability density function (pdf) q(· | x, Hi )
of z conditioned on any camera viewpoint x ∈ X and any
hypothesis Hi , i = 1, . . . , M .
Problem. Given a camera pose x0 ∈ X , a prior p0 ∈ [0, 1]M
on the true hypothesis Hi , and a planning horizon T < ∞,
choose a sequence of functions µt : (Z × X )t+1 → X for
t = 0, . . . , T − 1, which minimizes the average movement
cost and the probability of an incorrect hypothesis:
min

µ0:T −1

T
1X
g(xt−1 , xt ) + λP e(T )
T t=1

s.t. xt+1 = µt (z0:t , x0:t ), t = 0, . . . , T − 1,
xt+1 ∈
/ {x0 , . . . , xt }, t = 0, . . . , T − 1,
zt ∼ q(· | xt , Hi ),

(1)

t = 0, . . . , T,

pt = b(pt−1 , zt , xt ), t = 1, . . . , T,
1 After a hypothesis is chosen, the discrete orientation estimate can be
refined by aligning the observed object surface to the corresponding model
in the training database, e.g., by using the iterative closest point algorithm.

where λ ≥ 0 determines the relative importance of a correct
q(z|x,·)
is
decision versus cost of movement, b(p, z, x) := ppT q(z|x,·)
the Bayesian update, ît := arg max pt (i) is the maximumi∈{1,...,M }

likelihood estimate of the true hypothesis, and P e(t) is the


probability of error:
M
X
 (
) p (i)
P e(t) := P(i 6= ît ) = Ez0:t

1
t
i=1


= Ez0:t

1−

max

i∈{1,...,M }

i6= arg max pt (j)
j∈{1,...,M }


pt (i) .

III. M ONTE C ARLO T REE S EARCH
Monte Carlo tree search (Alg. 1) is an online simulationbased alternative to the exact dynamic programming solution
of the active object recognition problem. MCTS constructs
a tree sequentially in a best-first order. A node in the tree
corresponds to a state (xt , pt ) and contains a visitation count
and the total cost accumulated over all simulations, both
initialized to 0. Each simulation has two stages: a tree policy
and a rollout policy. The tree policy (lines 12-18) is followed
until reaching a leaf node. The real work of the tree policy
is done by the S ELECT C HILD function (line 12), which uses
the UCT (Upper Confidence bounds applied to Trees) method
[6] to select the next node as follows:
r
n.TotalCost
log(node.Visits)
0
n =
arg min
+κ
,
n.Visits
n.Visits
n∈C HILDREN( node )
where κ is an exploration parameter encouraging selection of
rarely-visited viewpoints. Once a leaf is reached, the rollout
policy (lines 9-11) computes the cost-to-go by choosing
viewpoints and simulating measurements until the end of the
planning horizon T . The most common choice for a rollout
policy is one that picks successors uniformly at random [8].
While the tree policy has been subject to extensive research
[6], [7], since it determines if MCTS converges asymptotically
to the optimal policy, the choice of rollout policy has received
less attention. MCTS converges for any choice of rollout
policy, but the convergence speed may be affected [6], [7]. In
the next section, we propose rollout policies which we expect
to be particularly suited for object recognition problems.
We used MCTS with a uniform rollout policy and a computational budget of 1500 simulations to solve an active object
recognition problem with M = 16 hypotheses, |X | = 42
viewpoints, and |Z| = 7056 possible observations, comprising
all combinations of object classes, orientations, and discretized
confidence scores. The movement cost g was the great circle
distance between viewpoints on the sphere, scaled to the range
[0, 1]. We compared the performance of the policy obtained
by MCTS to that of a greedy policy, minimizing the sum
of the movement cost and error probability at the next time
step. A total of 12 classification tasks were executed with a
planning horizon of T = 3. In each case, the true (unknown)
hypothesis was chosen at random among the 16 possibilities.
The results are summarized in Table I. We note that MCTS
outperforms the greedy policy in classification accuracy, while
accumulating a slightly greater movement cost. We expect that

Algorithm 1 Monte Carlo Tree Search (x0 , p0 )
1: root ← T REE N ODE(x0 ,p0 )
2: while within computational budget do
3:
S IMULATE(root, 0)
n.TotalCost
4: best node =
arg min
n∈C HILDREN(root) n.Visits
5: return best node.x
6:
7: function S IMULATE(node, t)
8:
if t = T then return λ(1 − maxi node.p(i))
9:
if I S L EAF(node) then
10:
E XPAND T REE(node)
11:
return ROLLOUT(node, t)
12:
n0 ← S ELECT C HILD(node)
13:
z ← S AMPLE O BSERVATION(n0.x, p)
14:
n0 .p ← b(p, z, n0.x)
c(node.x, n0.x)
15:
J←
+ S IMULATE(n0 , t + 1)
T
16:
node.Visits ← node.Visits +1
17:
node.TotalCost ← node.TotalCost +J
18:
return J

the average planning times per decision can be decreased with
an optimized implementation.
TABLE I: Active object recognition results (average values)
Policy

Classification accuracy [%]

Movement cost

Planning time [s]

MCTS

41.7

0.0882

4.33

Greedy

25.0

0.0719

0.19

IV. D ISCUSSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In many applications, the performance of MCTS is improved significantly by using domain-specific knowledge to
design a rollout policy [8]. Policies with asymptotic optimality
guarantees based on Jensen-Shannon divergence [14], [15]
and Chernoff information [16], [17] have been proposed for
active hypothesis testing. Since object recognition is closely
related, these policies are excellent candidates for rollout in
MCTS (Alg. 1, line 11). Future work will focus on proving
that such policies outperform the commonly-used uniform
rollout policy. Another key questions is the particular choice
of information measure (e.g. mutual information, probability
of error, conditional entropy) in the problem formulation
and during rollout. For example, a closed-form expression
exists for the Chernoff information of density functions from
the exponential family of order 1 (e.g., Binomial, Bernoulli,
Laplacian, Rayleigh, etc.) [18] and is ideal for planning
informative actions quickly. In similar vein, Charrow et al.
[19] recently proposed an alternative to the classical mutual information, which can be computed in closed-form
for some measurement distributions. Fano’s inequality [20],
H(Hi | z0:t ) ≤ P e(t) log(M − 1) + H(P e(t)), provides a
connection between the probability of error and conditional
entropy, which in turn is related to the mutual information.
Careful selection of a cost function and a rollout policy for
MCTS may impact many robotic planning tasks that optimize
information gathering. Examples include active localization
and mapping [21], environmental monitoring [22], search and
rescue [23], surveillance and reconnaissance [24], and many
others.
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